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About This Game

Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades is the next installment in this series of realistic real-time strategy games covering various
periods in the development of the present day civilization – from the Middle Ages to today. This new title helps players witness

the key events in the history of the Teutonic Order in 13th century, namely conquering the pagan Prussia. All battles form a
single storyline campaign. The player will act as a Komtur of the Teutonic Order as they relive the battles of the crusaders,

regardless of the low manpower of the Order and the strong resistance of the heathens.
The project perfectly comprises two types of gameplay and owing to that the objectives of the Komtur are not simply limited to
participation in battles. The strategic map involves the gamer into a colorful and integral world and allows them to travel around
the map in the real time. The mode features full freedom of movement, dialogues with locals, RPG elements, quest system and

much more. However, sooner or later, the players will have no other choice other than engage their faithful warriors into a
battle. And this could be a combat with other armies, large-scale sieges of towns and castles, using various special assault

weaponry and tools and fight right on top the walls and fortifications.

Key features:

RPG system. Troops gain experience throughout the campaign and carry it over from battle to battle.

Combat system. A unique combat system, dependent on up to 80 game factors. Moral component of the combat system
evaluates the battlefield situation every second to bring the simulation of combat behavior for the “living” warriors as
close to reality as possible.
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Unprecedented scale. Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades features not only really large-scale battles with more than
10,000 warriors engaged, but impressive and unprecedentedly vast actions during the siege and defense of towns and
castles, using various special assault weaponry and tools and fight right on top the walls and fortifications.

Freedom of actions. Variable modifiers consider the environment a unit is battling in and make the game tactically
versatile.

Two gameplay modes. The game now features a strategic map, where the player can travel around the world and interact
with various characters; however the battles will be carried out in the well-known tactical mode.

Network game. Apart from the storyline campaign the game features several diverse multiplayer modes. From 2 up to 6
gamers can participate in a battle at a dedicated Internet server. The results are stored in online Hall of Fame.

State-of-the-art graphics. Graphics engine used in the game provide for the highest level of details. Historically correct
armor and weaponry, realistic animation and battle scenes, which correspond to the specific period – Real Warfare 2:
Northern Crusades depicts the 13th century in great details.
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Title: Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Unicorn Games Studio
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Real Warfare
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Operating system: Microsoft® Windows® XP SP2 / Vista / 7

Processor: Intel® Pentium 2,0 GHz/AMD 2000+

Memory: 512 MB

Hard disk space: 3 Gb free hard disk space

Video: GeForce 7300/Radeon 9200 or better

Sound: DirectX® compatible

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0c

Internet Multiplayer requires at least 128 Kb/s connection speed.

English,Russian,Italian
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I have played every 1C Company RTS to date, this is awful, units do as they wish, Dead ground does not exist, Flanking the
enemy does not exist, Enemys dissapear as soon as you see them, cover does not work,
You order your troops to a specific position and they just go for a wander in the opposit direction, there is no strategy involved
what so ever, I have every game in the Theatre of war franchise they are all crap, the first one is a crash to desk top simulator
whilst also making you have to restart your computer, the FPS is awful ( before people say scrap your computer this game is low
grade comparing to playing the latest games on ultra settings)
Now people may ask how would I know about stratergy etc, well apart from being a vetran gamer i also spent 22 years in the
military and to be fare this franchise simply misses out on any strategic elements completely.
for me personally after playing the likes of men of war, company of heroes, total war, Ruse, this game just fails at every level,
for me its just a watch your soldiers die sim, and I mean this for the complete theatre of war franchise,
This is my honest own opinion after serving 22 years in the military and playing similar games,. Full disclosure: 99% sure I
grabbed this game for free in a giveaway.)

Freebie is a small, simple game wherein you launch a ball from one of two corners of the square into the center where there is a
spinning paddle which is long and thin, and has a pointed tip on one end. The goal is to hit the ball into one of the four sides that
is green. Hitting it into a red side will make you lose a life- you have three in total. Each time you hit it into a green side, you
gain a point and the sides reset their colors. The two red sides are always touching, as well as the two green sides. This can help
you dictate which of the two corners you want to launch the ball from. The paddle will start to spin faster as you gain more
points.

That's pretty much all there is to it. The game does have multiple music settings, though I did opt out of those and listened to
Spotify instead. There doesn't seem to be a way to turn off sound effects, though, and the ball bouncing sound is rather
cheap/annoying sounding, and a tad loud. There are no graphical settings to choose from besides fullscreen or windowed, sadly.

The game also includes Steam Trading Cards and a few Steam Achievements, so all things considered, not a bad game to relax
and play every once in awhile. Not something you'll get 300 hours out of, probably, but a decent time-sink, especially if you love
chasing a better and better highscore.. I'm finding this one to be a lot of fun. Especially once you earn enough to pay for a better
rifle with a scope - you gotta do a few missions to earn this, but worth the effort. The challenge setting (easy, medium, etc)
makes sense. Well done!. Hmm, I bought the Orwell Original Soundtrack as well. How can I start listening to it ? There is a
background music in the game, but I suppose it is the part of the game. Or, should I be able to listen to the game's soundtracks
outside the game ?
. This game is really very good!
Put the guy from doom on floppy disks in a digital world with robots and this is the game you will have!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5-0_prjRuE
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Meme Like Game...

Easy and Fast to get to 100% Achievements

. This game is very good!. Very interesting concept, fun game, the graphics however looks very Dream Casty. 7/10. I don't
understand all the positive reviews for this game. It's a very basic wave shoot... melee. You will hear over and over again this
phrase "You have to swing it like a real sword!"

Basically, 180 degrees in front of you and above, little flying demons will come at you while throwing balls of
fire\/shadow\/magic that hurt you. You are equipped with a shield and a sword. Supposedly you have these powers that you can
build up and use.

Unfortunately, you will be bored to tears. It's just a seemingly endless wave after wave of this same basic enemy type that
literally flies to you so you can melee them with your sword. They will stay in one spot for you after having flown around all
around you throwing balls of dark magic. It will take multiple swipes to eliminate these creatures. Your arm will get tired. You
will think to yourself, should I go on and keep playing to see if I can survive long enough to see something different (The store
description says there's a boss)

In the end, if you're like me, you will decide that your time is better spent on other, more interesting games. This isn't fun. Even
at the current Halloween sale price of $1.79 I cannot give a positive recommendation. It's just too boring and I can't get past the
sheer boredom and arm tiredness to press on to see if I can survive long enough to see somthing other than more of the same
(the screenshots show a purple fat boss looking enemy).

Rate 4\/10 Sale Price Rating ... would give 3\/10 at normal price of $6.99

note: I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and didn't notice any issues.. Great game. It's like Puzzle Quest but
with cards instead of gems. And I don't know a thing about playing cards. So you can imagine how fun it is for me.
The graphics are simple but cool, and add to the atmosphere of the game. The
sound and music are pretty good also.
But there is something I hope they'll fix in future updates. Because it starts off pretty easy (obviously), but the difficulty ramps
up quite quickly (after about 10 fights). And it's not just based on skill but luck as well. So there are times when you have to
refight enemies 5-6 times in a row. Only downside to an otherwise excellent game.

[Rating: 77/100]. Worst HOG I've played (so far). Which is saying something, since it is an easy target audience, I guess. Too
bad. This category of games don't have to be bad at all, it's a relaxing type of game. But yes, this is idiotic & very simplistic in
design. But for easy 100% game completion, go for it.. Charming idea and an entertaining enough experience, but it feels
incomplete -- like something created at a game jam and then not polished enough. I wish I could give it a neutral
recommendation -- still, it's not terrible and it's a decent value for what it costs.. what an awesome little game a real time waster,
I didn't notice when I bought it that there was no single player and couldn't figure out how to start a game but eventually figured
it out and made my first video on it, I plan on making plenty more.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWYHkj_Z8q4

I would recommend this game to everyone because of the fun nature don't just give it a horrible review because it has no single
player try it online it's mad fun lots of entertaining ways to end a stick life lol. The game is a great buy for the price. It's not
long, only about 2 hrs, but it's a fun 2 hrs. It's pixelated graphics and lovely music go along nicely. Only odd thing about it are
the controls, but they're simple enough to get used to. Just remember, press [down] to win!. Nope. No. No thank you. It's not a
game (you die within a few minutes) and the devs have been saying there will be an update soon. Goodbye a-holes.
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